
Welcome to

Wizard's Workshops
by Olga Verasen

About the Workshops

When we find time in our daily to-do list for creativity, we create a connection with our amazing inner world.
 When we create, we develop:

— our unique ability and talent
— a healthier life with balance and harmony
— positive feelings and unlimited thinking.

All my creativity classes connect with Nature. Nature is our amazing and wonderful example of harmony and 
continuous life development.

 Nature encourages us to develop creativity in many ways. If we look, we can always find an amazing model 
or material for creativity. It can be a wall panel, picture frame, candlestick, vase, postcard and much more.

 The history of all the beauty that people create in our World always has connections with Nature. Look 
around . . .

• All workshops include simple techniques that are easily 
mastered.

• Individual workstations have supplies and examples.
• Each art activity event is 1.5 hours. The result of each workshop 

will be a finished work of creativity.

Welcome! With love, Olga



What is your Color Palette?

We live in a colorful World where our Nature has an infinite number of 
shades and color combinations. Why is it important to develop the ability 
to see a world with many colors?

 Our eyes have approximately 126 million light-sensitive cells. Their 
information is accepted and translated by the brain into many shapes, 
colors, and brightnesses that are our technicolor world.

 When we invite our unique harmony of colors, we invite wisdom, beauty, 
and strength into our life.

• I will share Season's color design experience and support you to 
become more sensitive to your own unique color palette in unity with 
Nature, easily, and with joy! Welcome!



Small Art for Greeting Cards

When do we give Greeting Cards?  When we want to share the joy, grace, and love that is in our hearts. 
There are many opportunities! It could be a Birthday or some other meaningful day or event.

 To show our love and respect we can find time to share our own unique Greeting Card as a gift of creativity 
with the inscription “Just for you”.

•  I will share my greeting cards experience: watercolor & acrylic, nature composition, applications with
    fabric, paper and other craft supplies. Welcome!



Exclusive gifts -Funny Toys

Did you have a favorite toy as a child? Perhaps a hero from a fairy tale?
When I see a big teddy bear, I find in myself the amazing little girl who feels our huge, wonderful world with 
her open heart . . .

 Did you create toys? I sewed toys with my Mom. There was a home theater where I staged performances 
with my children. I made many toy-gifts that gave joy to both those who received them, and to me! Is it 
possible to measure the value of a toy we make for, or with, our child? That is the inspiration for the Toy 
Workshop . . .

• I will share my gift experience: funny toys, sculptures, nature craft-toys or gift-toys for children. Welcome!



We create our own Happy Home. All that we create for the Holidays with our own hands have a special 
warmth. It is not necessary to learn complex techniques either.

 You can always use the magnificent design and materials that Nature herself has created. If you add to 
these bits and pieces easily found at a creativity store, you can create a masterpiece!

 It can be a great excuse to invite friends to visit, because Happy Home is the house where Joy lives. When 
you give Joy, your home becomes even happier . . .

•    I will share my Holiday experience: Birthdays and other Holidays with nature's supplies, fabric,
   paper and some glue. Welcome!

Unique Holiday 
Decorations



Personal Book

Words are important. There is great value to creating your own book. . . Why?
Handmade books give a special warmth. When we write down our own words, they have their own special 
meaning to us, and the book becomes magical.

 There are many wonderful feelings you can experience when you make a handmade book.  And you can 
give to a special someone wonderful feelings that reveal a different world. . .

• I will share my experience for make my own book for dreams, inspiration book, diary or children's. 
Welcome!



Painting on Nature's Surfaces

We live in a colorful World where Nature has an infinite number of shades, color combinations, and forms.
 Colors affect our emotions, our thoughts, our actions, and of course our results. That is why the folk 

traditions of our World have always paid great attention to color.
 If you notice a variety of colors around you, and know how to use different brushes and paints, you can 

always create a magnificent picture on Nature's surfaces. . .

• I will share my painting with Nature experience: on stone and wood. Welcome!



Relax & Harmony in Home

When we consciously create our own “relax zone “in our home, we help create balance in life.
 Among our daily worries, it is so important to stop for a moment and just feel the moment of life. It helps 

to see the value of what we have now and the value of ourselves.

• I will share relax zone for home experience: funny notice, candle's design and table compositions with 
nature supplies, and craft material. Welcome!



About the value of creativity
Creativity is not a race for results, it is a process during which we realize the uniqueness and beauty of 
ourselves and each other.

 We reveal our uniqueness and allow our talents and abilities to be revealed, in all their beauty and 
strength, when we listen to our hearts.

 We can hear our hearts only when we are in the moment, outside the noise of our mind chewing on the 
past and future.

 The creative process helps us to be "in the moment".
  Happiness always speaks to us through our hearts.

The result of each creativity class is finished creations that each participant will create, regardless of age and 
painting experience. How?

Traditional training systems are based on the left hemisphere which slows the creative process. My classes 
are based on a method that focuses on the right side of the brain. The right brain has an excellent sense of 
space and shape. By developing activities through right-brain creativity, we directly tap our unique talents 
and abilities.

In our day-to-day life, our left hemisphere dominates. However, when our brain hemispheres are in harmony, 
our performance improves, and the speed and quality of our decision-making increases.

When our left and right sides are in harmony we develop boundless thinking, self-confidence and we are able 
to realize ourselves in any field of activity. Inspiration and harmony, applied to all areas of activity, improve 
the quality of our lives.

What is unique about my Creativity Workshops and Art Classes?

Who are Creativity Classes for?
For everyone who wants to:
– find inspiration, positive feelings and support harmony and life balance
– develop their own creative skills, and create something unique
– learn something new, and then share with friends and family.

For professional artists, teachers, and those whose profession is related to design and creativity;

•Social and health responsibility, COVID -19
I provide masks, sanitizers, and gloves. All participants will be located at safe distances from each 
other.

And  🙂🙂  . . .
I will not be a Teacher and you will not be a Student. We will be together on a journey of 
creativity. I will share my experience to support and encourage your Creative Way.
With love, Olga



Also, creativity resources are available for the whole family.

Welcome!

Professional experience
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